
There was much talk during the latter half of the decade of the sixties

concerning ' the prospects of a " checkless" or even " cashless-checkless"

society. After some of the initial exuberance subsided, the more popular
phrase became " less-cash, less-checks" society . By all indications this

later terminology should be considerated more accurate , since even today 
barter has not been eliminated completely .

In this book I have chosen to use the phrase " electronic funds -transfer

system" to mean a future state of society wherein a majority of the payments 
transfers is made via electronic (or automated) transfer systems.

Tbe approach taken is to view "electronic money" as the next logical
step in a rather long , evolutionary development of payment media in

general .

Most of the basic researcll for this book was completed by the early
part of 1968. But since the approacll is generic , I believe that the basic

trends, institutional arrangements, and time projections stated in it have
been supported by developments during the last two years.

The most meaningful developments recently have been the specific
planning for , and the actual emergence of , regional computer centers .

For example, the Omniswitcll Corporation began operations in New
York in November , 1969. The Omniswitch is a bank -owned credit verification 

system which was organized originally to contend with credit

verification problems of the two large credit -card systems in New York :

the First National City Bank and the Eastern States Bankcard Association 

(ESBA ). Membership in the Omniswitch is open to any firm engaged 
in a charge-card or credit -card operation which has switch authorization 

centers capable of receiving incoming Omniswitch authorization

inquiries and generating automated authorization responses. Plans are
for the Omniswitch to provide automated sales authorization services

on a national scale. At the time of this writing serious discussions are

underway for the formation of a national charge-card fraud -control

communications network by officials of American Express and Bank -

Americard. The proposed venture would result in two corporations
owned jointly by American Express and Bank Americard: the National
Authorization Services Corporation would be a nonprofit membership
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group , and the National Authorization Systems Corporation would operate 
the network .

Perhaps the most significant step toward electronic funds transference

occurred in California in April , 1968 . During this month the San Francisco 
and Los Angeles Clearing House Associations authorized the creation 

of a special joint committee to study and recommend arrangements 

for excllanging " paperless " credits and debits between banks . The

Special Committee on " Paperless " Entries (SCOPE ) has been making

specific recommendations for exchanging ( 1) automatic credits via

magnetic tape , punch cards , or deposit tickets ; (2) automatic debits

via magnetic tape or punch cards ; and (3) magnetic tape accompanying

normal clearing checks . With the cooperation of the leading California

banks and the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank , automated clearing

facilities will soon be in operation . Very recently six commercial banks

in Seattle have begun investigating a SCOPE system , and other groups

of banks around the country are expected to initiate SCOPE projects
of their own .

The completion of this study Vlould have been impossible without the

exchange of ideas which occurred during interviews and attendance at

many meetings , workshops , and conferences related to recent innova -

tions in the payments and credit system. I owe a debt of gratitude to the
American Bankers Association, which sponsored my attendance to its
National Credit-Card Conference in Chicago, November, 1967; Preauthorized 

Payments Workshop in New Orleans, January, 1968; and
National Automation Conference in Bal Harbour , Florida , May, 1968.

In particular , acknowledgment is due the following individuals who
from presentations or informal discussion provided many insights into
the course of development and possible implications of an evolving
electronic monetary system: Dr . Thomas R . Atkinson , Director , Department 

of Economics and Research, The American Bankers Association;

Mr . Charles Block, Vice President, The Chase Manhattan Bank, N .A.;

Mr . John J. Clarke, Vice President and Special Legal Adviser, Federal
Reserve Bank of New York ; Mr . James K. Dobey, Executive Vice President

, Wells Fargo Bank; Mr . H . B. Hassinger, Executive Vice President,

The First National Bank of Boston; Dr . Herbert E. Johnson, Vice President
, Continental Illinois National Bank; Dr . Eugene Lerner, Professor

of Finance, Northwestern University ; Mr . Putnam Livingston , Vice
President, Bankers Trust Company; and Mr . Dale L . Reistad, President,
Payment Systems Inc .

I am indebted especially to Mr . Ed R. L . Wroe, Jr ., President,
American National Bank, Austin , Texas, who lent his support to this
project when it was in its earliest stage of development. Invaluable sup-
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port and assistance were provided by my good friend , Dr . Lawrence L .
Crum, Professor and Chairman, Department of Finance; and Director ,
Research Program in Banking Innovations, The University of Texas at
Austin . I relied heavily on Dr . Crum's knowledge of the banking industry

, and he made many valuable suggestions and criticisms when reading

earlier drafts of the entire manuscript. Since I exercised free choice in
accepting or not accepting any suggestions made, of course, the responsibility 

for what the book lacks is mine.


